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On the Road to Grand Prix
At this point in your dressage training, sport meets art
BYGERHARD POCITZ
your drum to embark on the quest to
elevate ruling and training to an an
torm rather than merely a comps-time
sport_ I firmly behest there can be. mad
ought to be. a sy nthests between the
two. I hope that my obsetvations
encourage yysu to sun the tourney.

What Makes a
Grand Prix Horse?
In order to get tO Grand PM. o u riort%1
a suitable horse. In theory. earn hone
with good gaits and good conformation should be able to make it. In real.
ity. this 15 not always the case. Some
reach their limits at puck. and passage;
some can do either ',talk or pasuge
very well but not both; some do not
learn tempi changes at everr stride. Rut
then thcre are those horses that. despite
conformational shortcomings. blossom
as the training ad% ances and tic% eittp
capabilities that you never expected.
In my opinion, the internal qualities oh a hone are lust as Important as
his conformation and gaits. Look tor a
calm and confident expression and an
alen but mot -hyper- temperament. I
like to watch the horse run at hberty
%elamecalli correct pane. ai mo we d laf a lipeceme mailmena eine Vaneals I b e x ; SJemalN21
ramie& Note the Iwo ereti keenenes soil e t connect placement el dm ntier's kin at dee par&
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„Tin.; this mock. I happened
to read a shun bioittaphy of
[kern-inn koopmans i 11915-2003i• a
well-known ruling instructor in northern Caktorna. He is quoted as having
said: -Nobody can teach you anything.
you can only Fir guided . . . you has e
to find your own way through the mirk-32 T U N E 2 0 6 4 I T A W C O N N E C T I O N

field ot errors-- This may be true_ As
Istailsers, we like to believe that wvcan
make a difference. but ulonuteiy it is
esery body's o n reponsibility to circumnavigate the minefield v., ink nuking as few errors as possiNe.
As •I current—Or aspirmg—Grand
Prix rider. you are working az the highest level of dressage. and ii should be

50 I can obsene the Jason or his hind
legs. I p a y atte110011 t o b i n s h e u s e s h i s

went% and to how quickly he •can turn
troll back' and regain his balance. In
the carnet as ant to ier Li he changes
kids easily when he changes direction.
and how he Ines his hind legs when accrietiong I alw, like to re% him up a
bit asoth WNW kind of noise and see
how he rears and how long it takes
tor him to settle down. b he then comics
to imestigate. this Indk altra that tic is
curious but also telt, ontident.
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When you ride a prospect to buy.
you should feel that the horse is quick
to respond to your kg hut nor afraid
of it. He should take contact on the bit
and chew, without leaning heavily into
your hands. His tongue should remain
in its proper place and not be fussy.
Beware of enormous gaits and an
-expensive" trot. Such horses ate very
impressive and often do very well at
the lower levels, but it is not easy for
them to collect. If the trot steps are
huge and the horse has a lot of natural suspension, he could later have
problems with the collected work. Such
horses are likely to develop "hovering" trot steps instead of true collection unless their hind legs are motivated
to be lively and springy. Especially at
risk is a very long-strided walk with a
huge overstep, which is very difficult
to shorten and, if not done with great
care, can deteriorate to pacing.
I also very much believe that the
most important aspect of the entire
horse/rider combination is the rider's
seat and position. Next to that comes
the application of the aids. Riders sonictimes want me to predict whether a
particular young horse will make it to
Grand Prix. My answer is often: Yes, he
might, if you can ride Grand Prix. And
that, of course, is the challenge
In an article written after the 1976
Montreal Olympics, General Albert
Steam trainer of theyoung Ulla Haling
bow Salzgeber I. makesthesecomments
about the horse's way of going:
For a dressage horse, pure gaits are
mandatory. The natural gaits of the
horsehave to bepreserved in their inherent beauty. However, it is essential
to increase, to refine and to sculpt the
expression of the gaits. Only then is
it appropriate to talk about equitation
asan art form. One of the most important requirements is to develop and
to preserve the horse's resolute desire
to go forward, meaningenergetk. fresh
and lively, but not quick and running.

HOW DIRECTIVES AND JUDGING
AFFECT THE SPORT OF DRESSAGE
F or decades, the ELI directive for Grand Prix read: 'The Grand Prix is a
competition of artistic equitation [italics mine), which brings out the horse's
perfect lightness, characterized by the total absence of resistance and the
complete development of impulsion!'
In 2003, thispassagewaschanged to:
'The Grand Prix isa competition of the
highestlevel, which brings out the horse's
perfect lightness.... I believe that this change in wording
will, in the long run, contribute to aloss of
quality in the Grand Prix performances
at the national and international levels. To
someextent, this trend has already been Dr. Reiner Islinike arol his legendary
partner Ablerich in extended trot at the
evident in the 2002 World Equestrian
I9S4 Los Angelcs Olympics
Games in Jerez, Spain;and the 2003
dressage World Cup in Gothenburg, Sweden.Reviewing videos of theseevents,
itis disheartening to seehowunaccomplishedsomeof the supposedly top riders
inthe sport influenceandaid their horses. his surprisinghowunflappablysome
ofthesehorses perform in spite of this. How insensitive to the point of stoic have
theybecome to acceptsuchcrude aids! It is yet moresurprising—and to me
incomprehensible—thatsomeof these combinations placed quite highlyin the
class
Bynot only allowingsucherosion of performance but also being directly
responsible for it, whatsignals are dressagejudges setting for the future ol our
sport?Are thedaysnumbered where we can admiresuchrole modelsasthe late
Dr. Reiner Klirrike onAhlerich, Anne-Grethe Jensenon Marzog, and Ulla
Salzgeber onRusty?Having an indelible memory of Ahlerich in the Grand Prix
and the Special at the 1984 LosAngeles Olympics, I have tosaythatsuch
harmonyand artistry are seldom achieved. Yet I also remembersomespectators
commenting that they didn't like Klimke's 'unsteadyhandsand fiddlingwiththe
reins.- What they didn't understandwasthat Klimkewasshowing the judgeshow
lightAhlerich wason the contact by frequently demonstrating a mild version of
()herstreichen (release of the reins).
- . E • 1 1 • 1 1 E

In addition to this maxim one has to
pay attention from the very beginning
to straighten the horse. The training
is worthless if the horse can execute
all kinds of movements, but he is not
straight. it is especially important to
acknowledge—but not always realized—that relaxation is the foremost
prerequisite for success. This (relaxationl is thc foundation for a complete
obedienke to the aids—throughtiess—

and for a collection in which the horse
accepts and yields to the driving and
restraining aids while increasingly
bending the haunches and elevating
the neck from the withers with a retaxed poll white chewing on the bit.
Thus you can achieve the ideal: seat
harmony, the lightest contact with
beautiful self-carriage, invisible aids,
regularity of the gaits. the ability of
the horse to seemingly playfully adU S W C O N N E C T I O N I J U N E 2004 3 3
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The co aining scale ot -pltainid of training"

throughness. When teaching your horse
the perfect halt or reinback, it is desirable to do so from the ground first
and later front the saddle. Too many
corrections under saddle could result
in his not standing absolutely motionless and anticipating the next move.
STRAIGHTENING

Throughout the training, making the
horse straight is a major issue. In his
book The Gymnasium of the Horse.
Gustav Steinbrecht has created one of
the maxims of dressage: "Ride your
horse forward and make him straight!"
At Training Level, straightening can
be done in a very rudimentary form by
using leg-yielding; but after your horse
understands lateral aids and bending,
the more advanced movements of
shoulder-in, travcrs, and renvers should
beused. As collection improves through
half-halts and as he develops the
strength to carry more weight on his
haunches, the quality of the lateral
work should improve noticeably. In
this regard. I'd like to quote Waldemar
Seunig (1887-1976), one of the pundits of classical dressage:
-To ride lateral work properly, a
certain degree of collection is necessary which will subsequently be enhanced by the exercises on two tracks.
It is quite erroneous to assume that a
horse which is not yet ready to be collected will learn collection simply by
practicing lateral work. A horse which
is not mature enough for lateral work

would only be put more on his shoulders. causing him to lose self carriage
and purity of the gait."
It can easily happen that, while focusing on lateral work, you forget to
ride forward, meaning with energy and
increased impulsion. That after all, is
Steinbrecht's main concern.
Bevery clear about your horses hollow (crooked) and stiff sides, as they
will determine which lateral movements
you school in order to straighten him
.1111_
and to encourage him to load both hind
legs evenly. For instance. a horse that
is hollow on his left side should be
schooled predominantly (but nor exclusively) in shoulder-in and renvers
when tracking left and in haunches-in
when tracking right.
With most horses, straighmess is an
ongoing concern that must be addressed
daily. The better you succeed in communicating with your horse through
your seat, the more automatic this
process becomes. If your training has
resulted in making him equally straight
and supple in both directions, you have
achieved one of the most important
stepping stones of the pyramid of training (see illustration above). However,
even with a rider's best efforts, some
horsescan never be made quite straight.
It is probably best to designate such
horses for careers other titan dressage.

In shoulder-in, for example, your inside leg should act close behind the
girth. with your outside kg somewhat
more behind the girth. if your inside
leg is placed behind the girth (in a similar position as in leg-yielding(, then
your outside leg is likely pushed forward toward your horse's shoulder. If
this happens, then your hips will not
be in balance with your horse. As a result, the shoulder-in movementbecomes
an adulterated version of leg-yielding
without any bend.

Cortesi rider Ivg position for shoulder•in I thc

writer aboard Wairmann).. The angle of the
photograph does not %how tile horses & g m

of bend well Ms hand%Area little tact hush.

Leg Position in Lateral Work

incorrect shoulder-in aids; 'Atilt her inside les

The kg aids for lateral exercises and
movements often are given incorrectly.

ton far hack, tbit ridcv cannot balance
correetl• and the eons ement becomes an
adulterated leg •teld that lacks bend.
LJSI C O N N E C T I O N I J U N I 21104 3 5
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Similarly, in haunches-in and halt
pass, a common mistake is to push the
inside leg so far forward that it loses
contact with the horses rib cage; while
the outside kg, positioned too far behind the girth, pushes the horse side•
ways too much. To compensate for the
lack of lateral bend, the horse's neck
is then pulled around in an exaggerated fashion to simulate bend. This execution of Literal work is cheating and
will never cause the horse to bend correctly. Unfortunately, many judges at
the lower levels either ignore or do not
recognize these mistakes and give the
movements good marks. For a potential Grand Prix horse, such omissions
in correct bending will have disastrous
effects later on.
In this trot 11.11l1,;Rs kit, the rider is
incorrectly sitting to the outside while pushing
his inside kg too far forward. As a result. the
horse cannot cross oscr freely or bend
properly.

German Olympie ‘hampions IsAwn U.-1th
and Gigolo in half-pass lett, showing good
aossing of the hinJ legs And good reich with
the shoulder

Work in Hand
If you aspire to train your horse to
Grand Prix. then it is essential that you
learn about work in hand. Some people claim they can get just as good results training the pialle under saddle
and don't nccd to do work in hand.
However, such geniuses are few and
far between! I believe that it is essential
36 JUNE 2004 I USDF CONNECTION

that the horse learns to engage and
bend his haunches without a rider's
weight. Find a knowledgeable trainer
who has a lot of experience with this
kind of work and who also has the patience to teach you. Observe the rapport
that your trainer has with his horses
and how they work for him. Pay close
attention to how he uses the whip to
improve the balance and engagement of
the horse's haunches.
Work in hand ought to be started
rather early, when the horse is about
five years old. Naturally, by that time
he should lunge perfectly well and be
totally familiar with all of the equip
mem. It is best to use a lungeing cavesson in order to keep the horse's mouth
as pristine as possible. Side reins or
sliding side reins attached in the triangle manner also arc necessary. The leading rein is attached to the inside ring
of theCiWCSSOn. It two people are working with the horse, then the other,
longer line is attached to the corresponding outside ring. Treats (sugar

cubes) arc essential, not only as a reward but also to encourage the horse
to chew on the bit. A horse that chews
(not chomps) properly on the bit is relaxed. The whip or whips should be
long enough that you don't have to
stand so close to the horse that you
may get kicked.
It is to your great advantage if you
have previously taught your horse to
stand in collected mode (refer to the
photo of Watzmann on page 34). He
will learn to accept this position for relaxation and will adopt it willingly, particularly if you give him a treat. From
this position, it is relatively easy for him
to make engaged steps forward. He
must never become afraid of the whip.
You must teach him to stay relaxed but
at the same time show a somewhat
"electric- response to the whip. If he
becomes overexcited, let him halt and
settle down. Your voice is a great tool
to encourage or calm him. Learn to use
it at the right moment for the desired
effect, but avoid unnecessary chatter.
It is important that you find the spot
where your horse is most responsive
to the whip. This spot can vary a great
deal from horse to horse. At times, it
may be a good idea to change the spot
from one step to the next to vary the
effect. Generally, any area at or below
the hock is suitable because it causes
the horse to come underneath himself
better. Tapping the croup is lapin, generally) not a good idea because most
horses will tend to bounce the croup
up and down rather than lowering it.
Let experience guide you as to what
works best for your horse.
The most suitable moment to apply
the whip is at the end of the stance
phase, just prior to lift-off. Using the
whip at this moment will make your
horse push energetically off the ground
and will cause him to bend his hock
and stifle joints. Later on, when he has
learned to -sit." his hip joints will get
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invoked more than in the beginning
of the work.
Patience is the name of this game!
Your horse must never lose confidence,
If you destroy his confidence by forcing or hurrying the work, he will take
along time to recover. The initial stage,
of the in-hand training work are crucial.
It may take weeks before your horse
gives you the first relaxed half-steps.
Reward him at the slightest improvement, or simply to restore relaxation.
Always allow him to move forward.
Do not try to shorten the steps too soon
or you will have complications.
At some point, your horse%%ill become more secure in his balance and
will be able to maintain the regularity
of the rhythm. Ar this time, you will
notice that the half steps—or actual piaffe—will become less effort for him.
He will begin to think that this work is
fun and will be eager to please, particularly if you reward him often and
give him treats.
As your horse progresses in this
training, it is important that you rely
less and less on the whip and encourage him to work on his own. Only then
may it be time to add the rider. The
time frame in which this step can be
accomplished varies a great deal. Bear
in mind that the load your horse has
to carry on his haunches greatly increases in the pialle to begin with,
notwithstanding the rider's weight. If
!.our horse is very strong, you may get
to this point in three months; with other
horses, it may take a year or more.
At first, the rider must be totally
passive in the saddle as the trainer encourages your horse from the ground.
Over time, the rider can gradually begin to influence the horse. During this
stage, it is important that the rider's
kg aids are given very softly and that
the seat is used lightly. Ask for nist a
few steps at a time so that the horse
maintains his enthusiasm. Should he

Dante, a ten,- car-old lianoserian gelding. being %socked in handl Is) the writer during a riding
session

get lazy to the aids for a moment, do
not use stronger aids, but let the trainer
restore impulsion from the ground.
Horses are very much creatures of
habit, and the horse must associate the
plaffe with %cry light aids.
My in-hand training routine.
When I introduce a horse to this work,
I warm him up by either lungeing or
riding him first thing in the morning. II
tiiakc sure that all my horses lunge very
well with my preferred equipment so
that they are quite familiar with all of
the rack. Then I work him for about
five to ten minutes in hand. After that.
the horse is hand-walked or led back to
the barn to relax. About an hour later,
I take him out again with all the equipment and -play- with him for another
five to ten minutes without any further
warm-up. Then he is put back in his
stall. I repeat this process about five
times a day.
For the first several days, I work
with the horse by myself so that he focuses entirely on me and on what I am
doing. When I see that he is getting the
idea, I have an assistant—preferably

one who is experienced at in-hand
work—take the leading rein. I hold the
longer line and the whip or whips and
walk behind the horse. staying somewhat to the side for safety. It is important that the sessions be kept very
short and that the horse is led back to
the barn immediately after the slightest improvement. I firmly believe that
horses need to **meditate- on this work
in the stall. When the horse looks forward to getting his reward and treat
every time he does something well and
is allowed to go back to his stall also
a reward!), he will become eager to
please. I work him in this format for
two to three weeks. In my experience,
it seldom takes more than three weeks
for him to relax and accept this work
and to learn to do half-steps quite well.
At the conclusion of this intensive
session, the horse goes back to his normal schooling program, which consists
not only of working in the dressage ring
but also of hacking in the field, trotting
over poles. and jumping small obstacles. I believe in variety! Work in hand
is subsequently done briefly once or
USW' CONNECTION I JUNE 2(bo4 3 7
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twice a week during a normal schooling session.
Advantages of work in hand. It i,
unquestionably easier for the horse to
bend his haunches and to learn to collect himself without a rider. The trainer
on the ground can see immediately
whether the horse is using his hind legs
evenly, something that is not always
easy to detect from the saddle. In addition. impulsion, regularity, and straightnesscan be ,-reated and monitored from
the ground with lighter aids than is usually possible from the saddle. With the
useof the lungeingCaMUHL the horses
mouth is nor compromised. and he will
also stay lighter in the hand during collection when he is ridden.
the ultimate goal is, of course, for
the horse to learn the classical pialle
and to perform it with ease and brilliance. Doing sorequires a great deal of
strength, and the gynmastic training
process involved is of immense benefit to the horses overall training. For instance. he can more easily respond to
the -loading- half-hair. He will be able
to perform lateral work with increased
freedom of the forehand because collection has become easier for him. In
the canter pirouette, he will be able to
take the weight on his haunches and
to -sit- better because he is already familiar with the concept through the
work in hand. Last but not least, he
will have the strength to bounce from
the Odle into the passage.

gastement of the quarters. a more ac-

Germans'sN241111CCapelhoann
larbenfroh in an c‘rinplas7. patage. Note the
lift and freedom ot the hunt leo isSAellA%the
lier) actis e hind less.

one that is merely in horizontal balance, with hardly any lowering of the
croup. An excellent example of the former is Corlandus, ridden by Margit
Otto-Crepin of France; and of the latter. Rembrandt, ridden by Nicole
Upholl of Germany (for a comparison
of the two styles of Ogle, see the photos below).
The H I rules lArt. 414) describe
the passage as follows:
This is ameasured. very collected, very
elevated and very cadenced trot. It is
characterized a pronounced en-

centuated flexion of the knees and
hocks. and the graceful elasticity of
the movement. Lich diag011al pair of
feet is raised and returned to the
ground alternately, with cadence and
aprolonged suspension. T h e neck
shouldbe raised and gracefully arched
with the poll JSthe highest point and
theheadclose to the vertical. Thehorse
should remain light and soft -on the
bit" and be able to go smoothly from
thepassage to the piatte andvice-versa.
without apparent effort and without
altering the cadence, the impulsion
being always lively and pronounced.
Irregular steps with the hind legs,
swinging the forehand or shequarters
from one side to the other as well as
lerky movements of theforelegs or the
hind legs or dragging the hind legs are
serious faults.

Severalmethods can be used to train
passage_k‘; hich method you choose depends on your experience and your
horses preference—which you may
simply discover by trial and error, I
have used four methods, which have
worked well with various horses: from
the collected trot, from the medium
trot, from the pialle. and from the
ground tIong-lining).

Passage and Platte
The tact that the piaffe has no suspension and the passage has the most
pronounced suspension explains why
it is so difficult for mosthorses to make
good transitions between the two. The
plaffe-passage transition also requires
infinitely more strength from a horse
performing a classically correct pia lie
(in which the haunches are lowered
and the balance is uphill) than from
38 JUNE 1004 I U S W CONNECTION
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Corlanclus. iiddim by Frances Margit OttoCrrpin. demonstrated a elassiealls correct
piaffe. with the haunalet lowered and in an
uphill balance, although the angle horn which
this photo was taken does not show this well.

In coon-au.contrau.thepia ffe of Centun Olympic
champion Rembrandt. ridden Iss Nicole
Uphoff. was in horizontal balance. wish little
lowering of the croup.
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When you train passage from the
trot (either collected or medium), ride
frequent transitions to very collected
passage-like steps. Try to make these
transitions to extreme collection just
before you enter a comer because the
bend required will induce the horse to
come under himself more. When he offers the first -soft- passage-like steps.
immediately reward him with treats.
a short break, or both. I le will soon
learn what you want.
When you can achieve -soft- passage steps in all four corners of the
arena, your horse will pretty soon be
able to do a few morestepson a straight
line coming out of the corner. When it
becomeseasy to obtain a few straight
steps, gradually increase the amount
of impulsion, which will make the
movement more elevated and expressive. As with the plaffe work in hand.
the development of acadenced and expressivepassagetakes longer with Milne
horses than with others. Allow your
horse time to mature into this work.
If you hurry him and force the work,
faults as described in the above H I
definition will most likely be the result.
To teach the passage from the pidie, start by increasing the energy in the
pialle and allowing your horse to advance more forward. Let him take a
few trot steps and, by carefully applying half-halts, try to convert the energy
into passage-like steps. You can also
combine this approach with the fromthe-trot method. Evenmally, you will
be able to eliminate the trot steps altogether and go directly from piaffe
into passage.
Help your horse to understand what
you want by being very distinct and
clear with your leg aids. For example,
use alternating kg aids for Oak but
simultaneous leg aids for passage. He
will soon understand the difference and
respond accordingly.
40 JUNE 2004 I USW- CONNECTION

When you ride the
transition from passage to
pia ffe. shorten the passage
steps but increase the collection: then feel the moment when you change
the trot-like aids to alternating leg aids. There is
always a temptation to use
stronger aids in an attempt
to achieve more expression. Although this may
be necessary from rime to

rime, use stronger aids
only briefly and then immediately return to light
aids. Only then will your I'm getting after randur.. a tssehe-year-old Ha nowtrian gekling,
horse learn to work more because he14.34getting earthbound in his plaffe. Suchsesetc
aids should he very infrequent.
of his own accord.
Developing the passage
from the ground is very much like long- work with a trainer who has experilining. Before you begin, your horse ence with this work.
should be accustomed to having you
Somehorses have natural talent for
walk behind him with two lines and passage and learn it quite easily under
the whip. When you introduce this
saddle and at a relatively young age.
work. an assistant should attach a lead Trainers occasionally try to teach such
rope to the inside ring of the cavesson. horses to pialle by shortening the pas(Later on. the lead rope may no longer sagesteps. This is a legitimate method
benecessary.) This method works very andcan producegoodresults if the rider
well with lazy horses and those that is skillful. Some horsesseem to find it
have difficulty finding the passage easier to maintain the rhythm and cadence when schooled in this method.
rhythm under saddle.
Start by asking your horse to plaffe, However, whereas this is a distinct adjust as you would in the normal work vantage, the drawback may be that the
in hand. The only difference is that you horse prefers to gay in a horizontal balare now standing directly behind him ance in the Odle. Strictly speaking. a
at a close but safe distance. Get him a -horizontal" plaffe is nor classically corlittle more excited so that he really rect_ In a textbook piaffe.. the horse is
wants to go forward, and then release
in an uphill balance, raking the weight
the energy by allowing with the lines.
onto his bending haunches and elevatIf he is slow to understand, try mak- ing his forehand. However, by coming whistling noises with the whip or bining the under-saddle approach with
slapping the lines against his sides. work in hand to supple the haunches,
These methods tend to animate even anacceptable result is still possible.
The masters on plaffe/passage.
the Wiest of horses. Be sure that you
arc in a safe environment, such as a Uerierai DIN:arpentrylISTS-1956). forround pen or a small fenced arena, as mer president of the FE! Dressage
you may get mote energy than you barCommittee, gives this advice in his book
gained for! It is also advantageous to Pbtfer et P.Issage:
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The rule laid down by the Old School.
and by that of Baucher, was to un&mike rust the planer. and then, with
forward itnpulsion, the passage. On
the other Fund. Finis and Saint-Phalle
first undertook the passage. which
they then slowed down to the platter.
Beyond question, these movements
can be brought to perfection by either method when they arc taught to
the horse by a master. For horsemen
of less skill. however, and in view of
the present dressage test of the FEL
the practice of the old school is to be
preferred for the tollowing reasons:
I. The style of the passage as deed.
oped from the platter is in general
more acadenuc and Conforms more
closely to the definition of the FEI in
the lifting of the forearms. the bending of the knees, the vertical position
of the cannons. and the raising of the
fore and hind legs in relation to each
other. whereas the passagedeveloped
from the trot is mote extended than elevated and is less classic in style. 2.
Certain irtegularkies of diagonal gaits.
often neatly imperceptible at the trot,
are still difficult to discern in the passagees-enthough they ahvaysbecome
worse in that movement and only appear clearly in the puffer.
When the putter is developed from
thepassage, and consequendy is a result tof lorig-conrinued work during
whichthese irregularities havebecome
established by habit. it is very difficult
to correct them—if it is not already
too late to succeed in doing so. Hy beginning, on the contrary, with the
puffer* it is easier to notice the irregularities in the diagonals and to correa
them before they become permanent.
When you school the passage, it may
happen that your horses hind legs be-

come uneven. with one hind kg appearing to carry while the ocherpushes.
This unevenness originates from his
stiff and hollow sides:Although be may
have been straightened in his previous
schooling, the symptoms reappear when
the work becomes more difficult. Fre-

quent transitions benveen medium trot
and short stretches of passage will help
fix this problem, especially if you combine them with lateral work. Working
on a circle with the longer-striding hind
leg on the inside is another effective exercise. For example. on a fifteen-meter
circle, the horse is induced to take more
weight on his inside hind, thereby causing that leg to take shorter steps; while
his outside hind has to reach forward
more, as it has to rake a longer stride
on the curvature of the circle.
Pitfalls Along the Way
On your quest to train your horse to

Grand Prix, you may encounter two
pieces of ads-ice, often talked about and
written about, that you should take
with a huge grain of salt. The first is
frequently used by trainers: -Slow your
horse down." The second is a favorite
comment by somejudges: "Needs more
collection." Following these suggestions is likely to lead you up the garden path rather than on the road to
Rome! I will attempt to show why.

Slowing the horse down. There
are times when you need to slow your
horse down, suchas when he has bolted
and you need to gain control, or when
he is overeager and rushes in his gaits.
Rushing can result from two totally
different circumstances. The one that
is relatively easy to correct is when you
have overpowered him with your driving aids. Every horse needs to be
worked in a tempo in which he can relax and swing his hind legs well forward toward his center of gravity. This
is referred to as the working tempo.
Some riders, in the mistaken belief that
they need to create more impulsion
(which they confuse with speed), think
that they must always try to make the
gaits bigger and better. The result is
that the horse is rushed off his feet and
eventually becomes strung out. In this
state, with the horse pushed onto his

shoulders, his hind legs may have difficulty tracking up because the rider
tries to improve the horse's outline by
pulling his head and neck into a seemingly uphill frame, which causes his
back to tighten. Proper instniction can
correct this problem quite easily by
teaching the rider to instead use halfhalts to rebalance the horse onto his
haunches and to establish an appropriate working tempo.
Rushing as caused by a lack of relaxation is a completely different problem. When this occurs, the horse is
tense in his back and not -swinging."
not tracking up, and not taking the
contact correctly. He is behind the bit

and trying to -spit it out." He is also
truly behind the aids. Under these circumstances, he cannot develop any
pushing power, which is the prerequisite for all future work.
In this latter scenario, it would be
quite wrong to slow your horse down.
Instead, you need to develop his engine so that he learns to push vigorously off the ground with his hind legs.
First, check the position of the bit in
his mouth as well as the fit of the bridle. If the bit is suitably high and he
cannot get his tongue over the bit, that
is one step in the right direction. Make
sure that the bit is mild! Then ride
strongly forward -with merciless legs
and kind hands." If possible, ride him
in the countryside, where the natural
inclines of hills or gallops on the beach
(if you're so lucky!) will help to activate his hind end. You can also make
him walk—not trot or canter—up quite
steep hills on a fairly long rein so that
helearns to push himself uphill and to
balance himself going down. it is also
beneficial to lunge him over trot poles
placed in a fan shape. so that you can
ask him to lengthen his stride by making him go more to the outside when he
is warmed up.
)
1
.
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Domino. Hann% crian-irois gtidireg. hunt
galloped on the beach at age six

With a cmnbination of the above
approaches and exercises, your horse
should soon begin to stretch properly
to the contact. If heshould take a rather
firm contact, that is not a had thing at
this stage. You may even begin thinking about slowing him down, but you
must do so with half-halts so that he
shifts his weight more to his hindquarters and learns to bend his joints. Do
not merely hold the reins tighter and

reduce the speed. Li you slow him down
without first teaching him to use his
engine, you will never encourage him
to use his hind legs better and make
him track up. Ride many transitions
within the gaits to keep his hind legs
activated, and give him plenty of variety in his work.
A horse that is merely "slowed
down" will never achieve impulsion.
Some quotes from the German manual, Principles of siding, might help
to clarify this point:
• - A horse is said to have impulsion
when the energy created by the hind
legsis being transmined into the gait
and into every aspect of the horse's
forward movement. A horse can be
said to be working with impulsion
when it pushes off energetically from
the ground and swings his feet well
forward.• -Impulsion is created by training.
The rider makes use of the horse's
natural paces, but 'adds' to them

Domino in plate at age seten. with the writer aboard
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looseness, forward thrust (originating in the hindquarters) and suppleness (Durchlaessigkeit).• I f the horse is working with impulsion. the moment of suspension will
be more pronounced. However, it
should not be exaggerated, since this
would denote incorrect hoveringsteps.
which are associated with tension."
Cadence
Incorrect, -hovering- steps are frequently mistaken for cadence. The reined,' is to ride the horse very forward,
even quickening the tempo momentarily, to encourage him to work honestly through his back. Hovering steps
are an indication that the horse is not
*through' his back and lacking in third,tissigkeit. These false steps can occur
when half-halts are ridden with too
strong an influence of the seat, such as
when the rider's upper body is braced
exaggeratedly behind the vertical.
Doing so depresses the horse's back
andcauses his hind legs to stay out be.
hind instead of stepping more under.
The USDF GlossJry of Dress.tge Judging Ternts defines cadence as -the
marked accentuation of the rhythm
and imusicall beat that is the result of
a steady and suitable tempo harmonizing with a springy impulsion.- This
definition, although technically correct. does nor mention a quality, which.
according to Waldemar Stunig„Nlois
Podbajsky. and Brigadier ( -.mem! Kurt
Albrecht (lomier director of the Spanish
Riding School]. is an integral part of
cadence: collection.
"Needs more collection." When
a judge writes "needs more collection"
on your score sheet, what do you do?
Perhaps you ask yourself: Do I need to
shorten my horse's stride? Slow him
down? Raise his frame? With these
thoughts, you are in danger of doing
what Podhaisky warns against in his
book, The Complete Training of the
Horse: I n collection the hind legs
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swing more forward and step into the
imprints of the front feet. causing the
horse to shorten his outline while etasdeafly swinging through his back and
raising his head and neck. Collection
makes increased bending of the hind
legs possible and thus enhances the
gymnastic training of the horse. Collection is the prerequisite for any advanced
dressage training. The shortening of
the horse is achieved by driving the
horse from back to front and not by
pulling on the reins from front to back.
Incorrectly collecting the horse by
pulling on the reins will never allow
the hind legs to reach the imprints of the
front feet."
The FE1 rules (Art. 416.3) state:
"Collection is, in other words, improved and effected by engaging the
hind legs, with the joints bent and supple, forward under the horses body by
a temporary but often repeated action
of the seat and legs of the rider, driving
the horse forward towards a more or
less stationary or restraining hand, allowing just enough impulsion to pass
through. Collection is consequently
not achieved by shortening of the pace
through a resisting action of the hand,
but instead by using the scar and legs
to engage the hind legs further under
the horse's body."
Here are a few more quotes from
equestrian literature. From Principles
of Riding: I n collection, the hind legs
(the hock and stifle joints) bend more,
stepping further underneath the horse
in the direction oldie centre of gravity,
and taking a greater shire of the load.
This in turn lightens the forehand. giving more freedom to the movements
of the forelegs. The horse looks and
feels more 'uphill.' The steps become
shorter but without losing their energy
or activity. The impulsion is maintained
in full in the trot and canter, and as a
result the steps become more expressive and *stately.'"
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In Dressage Riding, Richard Initien
(1892-1966) writes: -To colk1.3 a horse
means creating suppleness and lightness, thereby producing a relaxation
of the horse's back muscles. This is
achieved by the driving aids of legs and
scat, and by the restraining hands. Tile
raising of head and neck is the natural
consequence. A proof of a true collection is a free, unrestrained and energetic forward movement."
Paul Plinzner his book was published in 1891), to whom we owe
Steinbrecht's The Gymnasium of the
Horse, writes: T h e criterion of correct collection is that the eye of the beholder as well as the feel of the rider
become hardly conscious of the fact
that the gaits have been shortened, because the energy within the gait, the
impulsion, must not be minimized in
any way through collection."
All these opinions clearly have a
common denominator: no collection
without inzprilsion!

Rider's Leg Position
in the Male
When we learn to ride, we are taught
that the shoulder, hip, and heel should
be in a vertical straight line. This principle is very necessary to reach balance
and a secure seat. When you become
more experienced, however, and in order to influence your horse properly,
it may actually be better not to adhere
to this rather idealistic concept because
it is not appropriate for every body
type on differently shaped horses and
may bring your legs too far back.
The textbooks say that the forward
driving kg must influence the horse at
the girth, and that the sideways driving
kg as well as the -guarding" leg must
act more behind the girth. There is a
very plausible anatomical reason that
the forward driving leg must be used
close to the girth. As a rule, the horse
has eighteen pairs of ribs. Eight pairs of

so-called true ribs are connected to the
sternum, and ten pairs of "false" ribs
are connected to one another by cartilage. When your kg acts directly at
the girth, it is almost impossible for
your horse to resist the aid, especially
when it is reinforced with the spur,
should that become necessary. Howeve;
when the forward driving leg acts behind the girth, and particularly when it
is way behind the girth, your horse can
expand his rib cage, ignore the aid, and
develop several resistances. He may
push his entire body against your kg
and move sideways instead of forward.
A more serious resistance is to -duck"
his neck and run backward or even
rear. Such resistances almost never occur when the forward driving kg is applied close to the girth because he
cannot push his -true" ribs outward.
Podhaisky writes: -The pialle develops from a 'hindered desire to go
forward.' such as one might observe
in nature with very temperamental
horses. As soon as the hindrance stops.
the horse ceases to plaffer and moves
forward in trot.The H I rules (Art. 415.4) also stress
this idea: T h e pialle must always be
animated by a lively impulsion and
characterized by a perfect balance.
While giving the impression of bring
in place there may be a visible inclination to advance, this being displayed
by the horse's eager accepunce to move
forward as soon as he is asked."
The most common pia& faults arc
cited in FEI Art. 415.5: -Moving even
slightly backwards, irregular steps with
the hind legs, crossing either the foreor hind legs or swinging either the forehand or the quarters from one side to
the other arc serious faults. A movement with hurried and unlevel or irregular steps without cadence or spring,
cannot be called a true piaffe.Clearly, the piaffe is a forward movement, or at least must display a for-
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ward intent. The classical pialle is always ridden so that the horse is allowed
to advance about one hoof width forward at every step. The pia fie absolutely on the spot is only practiced
in the pillars. There has recently been
an important change in the H I rule,
acknowledging that the pialle should
be allowed to have a distinct forward
tendency—although how much forward was the subject ot animated discussion at last year's Global Dressage
Forum in the Netherlands. Perhaps
there will soon be some clarification
of this point.
The old H I rules did nor condone
any forward movement (Art. 4
"The piaffe is a highly collected, cadenced, elevated and majestic trot on
the spot" [italics mine] and, in Art.
"The Odle, although being executed strictly on the spot and with
perfect balance, must always be animated by a lively impulsion Now the rule has been changed to
read: "The pialle is a highly collected.
cadenced, elevated diagonal movement
giving the impression of being in place
. . " In my opinion, the old rule, which
called for the ['Wife on the spot, was
responsible for the many bad plaffes
we have seen in past Grand Prix-level
competition. It resulted in horses' being forced to execute the movement in
a manner of which neither they nor
their riders were truly capable.
If you arc riding forward in the piaffe, where do your legs belong? At the
girth, surely! Why has it becomea fad to
place the legs behind the girth? In this
position, the leg acts as a holding kg
and can prevent the horse from swinging the quarters sideways; but in that
position it will nor encourage forward
energy. True, as the horse collects himself for the ['lark, the shortening of his
body can create the impression that the
rider's legs are slightly back. I lowever,
never bring your legs behind the girth

(similar to a leg-yielding position) on
purpose because your horse will learn
to time your kg our. You will betempted
to kick harder, and soon the pia fie will
become labored and irregular.

it is helpful to be very light with your
sear. At times, we see riders who use
their seat aids in plaffe so dramatically
that one is reminded of a hula hoop.
These exaggerated aids hinder rather
than help the horse.As Wiitien explains:
"The seat of the rider is of great importance; only when the rider sits absolutely still is it possible for the horse
to execute the pia& in perfect balance.
He should sit quietly and upright and
not disturb the movement by weight
aids or by swaying in the saddle."
Absolute Elevation and
Relative Elevation

In this pate, the horsc Is not in front of the
rider% aids, and the rider's kg position is not
eonducise to improving the situation

If your kg is close to the girth, you
can use it with a relatively small motion. thus increasing your chances of
remaining in synch with your horse's
rhythm. Because the piaffe is closely related to the walk—a fact recognized by
the old masters, who used to develop it
from the diagonal walk—your leg aids
for plaffe should be in an alternating
rhythm, just as they are for the collected
walk. Interestingly, the 2003 H I rule
nowstates that the piaffe is "an elevated
diagonal movement," and no longer as
in the old rules: -an elevated and majestic trot on the spot.- Sinceresearch by
Dr Hilary Clayton confirmed that there
is no phase of suspension in the Odic,
it must be conceded that it is not appropriate to equate the pia lie with trot.
and that the old masters came much
closer to the truth in developing the piaffe from the (diagonal) walk.
In the Ogle, your seat should remain soft, merely allowing your lock to
oscillate and not accentuating the movement. If your horsehas a sensitive back,

Someadvice that I have heard trainers
giving more frequently recently is:
"raise his withers" or "bring his shoulders up"—used nor only in connection
with * I l e and passage. but also at the
lower levels. Such phraseology is extremely detrimental because it implies
that this is something you can physically do (usually, of course, with your
hands). Naturally, you can bring your
horse's head and neck up with strong
backward-and-upward use of the reins.
Doing so is called absolute elevation.
It can momentarily improve the horse's
outward appearance by giving him a
semblance of collection, but it ispseudocollection because it does not originate
in the hindquarters. Absolute elevation
depressesthe back and causes the mus•
des to tighten; therefore, the hind legs
will eventually fail to track up. The
rider usually then resorts to stronger
driving aids (usually with the spur) as
well as to stronger holding rein aids in
order to keep the horse's head "up.This kind of backward riding in its
mildest form will result in hovering
trot steps; at worst, it will further depress the horses hack and may eventually even result in a pathological
condition called "kissing spines."
When the horse is trained correctly
from hack to front, and therefore prop
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Absolute elevation I here, in pastagcb The
rider has btought the horses head and neck up
ith the reins, and ihc horses backha%
hollowed and his hind legs arc trailing as a
result

erly gyinnasticized, he will raise his
torehand in relation to the weight-bearing capacity of his hind legs. This is
true at any level but becomes more apparent as his training progresses and
his collection improves. As he is able
to lower his haunches, he will be able
to raise his forehand. I us withers and
shoulders will indeed come up. but this
happens in direct relation to. and is the
natural result of, the lowering of the
croup. This is called relative elevation.
When he is in self-carriage and in relative elevation, he will also be light in
the hand and carry his nose in front of
the vertical.
H I Art.4 I 6.6 states: -The position
of the head and neck of a horse at the
collected paces is naturally dependent
4)11the stage of training, and in some
degree, on his conformation. It should,
however. be distinguished by the neck
being unrestrained, forming a harmonious curve from the withers to the
poll, being the highest point, with the
head slightly in front of the vertical."
Extensions
H I rules arc quite clear on the criteria for extensions. Of extended trot,
Art. 404.4.4 (2003) states: -The rider
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allows the horse, remaining 'on the
bit; without leaning on it, to lengthen
his frame and to gain ground. The
forefeet should touch the ground on
the spot to which they are pointing.
The movement of the fore- and hind
legs should be similar (parallel) in the
forward moment of the extension.FEI Art. 405.4.4 (2003) states of extended canter: -The rider allows the
horse, remaining 'on the bit," without
leaning on it, to lower and extend his
head and neck, the rip of hisnose pointing more or less forward."
These rules are among the least observed in test riding and judging. Wc
often see horses performing extended
trots with extravagant action of the
front legs and yet the hind legs are
hardy tracking up, let alone swinging
over the imprints of the front feet, as
they should. This way of going is the result of training with absolute elevation.
The horse's forehand is more or less
held up by the rider's hands, and there.
fore his back is depressed and cannot
swing. Consequently, his hind legs are
prevented from reaching forward in a
similar manner as the front legs. There
is a colloquial German phrase for this
way of going, which can be translated
as: -The drums are out in front, but
the soldiers are far behind."

Wallenstein, a cnle.u-old Hanoseriwil
Thoroughbred gelding ridden by my student,
Jurgen Frank. .11 the GC11111.3111uniorChampionships. He shows an ideal opening ot the
frame for a )oung horse as well as excellent
paralMitm of the diagonal pairs of legs.

F7'
3

a

a
Wartmann. 1.11-)earold Hanoverian
stalhon, in medium • with a nice opening
of the fume. his nose correctly in front of the
serocal, and good parallelism nf hi%diagonal
pairs. .X.1) hands should be looser.

1:213%ills, 3 thinten-year-old Holstein,'
gelding. in a posserful extended trot. Hit nose
could be a link snore forward, and my hands
should be loner.

• " ' " ' 110011PISWils noutninson-•,
—
INNE-

Lxi rasa/gnat action in irt'Iti COUVICA••%ith hind
legs that hardy track up equal an extended
put in Ishii+ the drums arc out in front, hut
the soldiers arc far behind-
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When you school mediums and extensions in trot and canter, prepare
your horse with half-halts as you go
into the corner, ride through the corner with a correct bend (how often do
wesee this?), and then half-halt again
when you straighten him onto the diagonal. These aids convey to him that
you are "setting him up" for an extension, and he should want to push
away from the corner with great energy. The halt-halts regulate the energy
and convert some of it to carrying
power. Because your horse has learned
to go in collection, it is only a matter
of how you adjust his balance with subtle half-halts as you continue on either
the long side or the diagonal.
When you feel your horse's desire
to take a stronger contact, carefully allow with your hands so that he can
open his frame in a forward-and-upward manner. The line of his nose
should come a little more in front of
the vertical, hut he should nevertheless
remain reliably flexed through the poll
and on the bit. Do not give so much
that he loses his balance and falls on
his shoulders.
When your horse lengthens his
frame, he can swing through his back,
and his hind legs can reach more forward as well. In your daily schooling.
practice liberstreichen (releasing the
reins) frequently in mediums and extensions to accustom him to opening
his frame while keeping an uphill balance. This technique is required in some
of the lower-level tests but seems to be
forgotten when riders move up to the
H I levels. If you make liberstreichen a
regular part of your schooling routine.
you will most likely not fall into the
trap of riding in absolute elevation. You
will avoid getting his neck too short
but instead will allow him to open his
outline and will demonstrate that he is
on your seat and in front of your aids.
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Flying Changes
The FEL rules (Art. 405.7) say this
about the flying change of leg: The
horse, even in the series, remains light,
calm and straight with lively impulsion, maintaining the same rhythm and
balance throughout the series concerned. In order not to restrict or restrain the lightness and fluency of the
flyingchanges of kg in series, the degree
of collection should be slightly less than
otherwise at collected canter."
In Dressage Riding, Watien advises:
-When changing at every stride the
horse must be allowed, especially at
the beginning, to move forward sufficiently to execute the change with impulsion and on a straight line. Not until the horse has learnt to change
correctly at a somewhat quicker pace,
should the rider attempt the change at
every stride in a higher collection and
at a shorter pace."
Both of these opinions agree that it
is easier for the horse to execute flying
changeswhen they are ridden forward.
In the Grand Prix test, the one-time
(one-tempi) changes have a coefficient;
riders are therefore tempted to ride
them with expressive. ground •covering strides, which not only helps the
horse to be straight but usually also
obtains good marks trom the judges.
At last year's Global Dressage Forum,
this was another point of discussion,
assome riders send their horsesso forward in the one-rempis as to be almost
in medium canter. As Watien points
out, however, when the horse becomes
more accomplished, the one-tempis
should be ridden in collection. It is interesting to note that what riders seem
to do almost instinctively when riding
-oncs--namely, riding forward in order to achieve straightness and impulsion—they fail to do in other situancms!
The invention of flying changes at
every stride is attributed to Francois

Rancher (1776--1873). For a long time,
they were criticized as circus tricks and
not readily accepted as classical. When
you watch them in slow-motion video,
these criticisms are understandable.
The horse does not ever finish a complete canter stride; he seems almost to
bepacing. That is why classical purists
of the time would ride changes at every
second stride at most. These days, of
course, one-tempis have long been accepted into the classical repertoire and
in competition. But they are still considered a very difficult movement—
hence the coefficient—and not every
horse will learn them.
A lot hasbeen written about the aids
for flying changes. Most of it is very
confusing, and some of it you simply
can't do when you are actually riding—
at least you can't think about it and then
du it. By the time you've thought about
what you need to do, the moment you
should have done it is long past! Keep
it simple. and try to do it by feel. If you
havea goodsense of riming, getting the
feel for the correct moment to apply the
aids shouldn't be a problem. Then simply think: new outside rein, new outside leg. Everything else will happen
naturally and almost by itself if youhave
abalanced seat. For instance, when your
outside leg slides hack, your inside kg
will slide forward as a natural consequence of thechange in your pelvis, putting you automatically more on your
inside seat bone. If at that moment you
consciously lengthen your inside leg.
then your horse will get an impulse to
be active with his new inside hind leg;
andas you feel the outside rein become
stronger, allow the inside rein to become
softer. The worst thing you can do is to
-help" your horse by overaiding him,
especially with your upper body. It just
mikes the job harder for him.
The Advanced Principles of Riding
givesthe following advice: The aids for
the flying change are given just before
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the moment of suspension; the rider's
upper body remains still and in the same
position w h e n the leg positions arc
changed over, the new inside hip will
automatically be pushed forward.Watien writes: i n the change in the
air the seat of the rider plays an important part. He must keep the upper
pan of his body straight and steady. It
is in no way necessary to assist the
change by so-called weight aids; the
rider has only to follow the Movement."
Compared to other exercises, flying
changes have relatively little gymnastic value. They arc primarily an exercise for balance and obedience. They
do test a horse's lightness to the aids
and his self-carriage and straightness.
A horse that is nor straight will tend
to swing his haunches toward his hollow fcmoked) side.

There are two accepted techniques
for teaching flying changes. In the first.
the aids arc given in two-time, in which
the rider's leg moves back in a kind of
preparatory action and then an instant
later gives another squeeze as the executive command for the change. In
the second, only one leg aid gives the
cue for the change. The timing of this
aid is very important. It must be given
when the diagonal pair of legs is on the
ground so that the horse changes as he
lifts off into the moment of suspension.
If you prefer the second method, when
you first introduce your horse to changes
you will most likely find him inclined
to rush off a little because of the element of surprise. This will diminish as
he relaxes and becomes more accustomed to the aids.
When von teach your horse flying

changes at every stride, the most difficult pan is getting the first one-one pair
of changes. This point is where the second method described above has a certain advantage over the first. If he has
learned to respond to your kg right
away. it is much easier to -get him in
gear," and that is why I prefer the latter method. There is no time in the
"ones" for giving a second cue, which
ex-plains why horses trained thusly may
have a hard rime processing the aids.
When I get a horse in training that
has a problem learning "ones," most
likely he has been taught the changes
with the two-time kg aid. I reschool
him to respond to one aid, arid he
catches on quite easily to do a single
pair of ones. It is relatively easy to
progress from then on. It is also helpful if you practice being very unobtru-

111-r: Etott4erated leg aids came the rider's upper hod) to lean and [limn the horse off balance. Rum It Correct II) ing-changc aitk. aa executed by
Susan Nitta on VLc‘i Side Lady. Her upper body remains straight, and her leg mostmems arc subtle.
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sive with your kg aids by the time your
horse learns changes at every second
stride (two-tempis). The timing has to
be very precise, but apply the kg aid
itself with very link movement. This
precision will allow you to sit very quietly in your body, just as the literature
recommends, and with small kg movements to obtain nice straight changes
at every stride. There is nothing more
unsightly than a rider throwing his or
her body about in the changes like a
ship in high seas!

Stepping Stones to Artistry
Having negotiated the -minefield" successfully to this point, you have already
developed an excellent partnership with
your horse. Harmony anti lightness
should bc evident. and you have also
achieved an element of artistry as stipulated in the previous M rules. This
can yet be taken to a much higher level
if you are adventurous enough to undertake the following suggestions.
Holding the reins. Both H I and
U.S. Equestrian rules state that the rider
must hold the reins with both hands in
comptnition (except in freestyle). Generally this is interpreted to mean that
the left hand holds the left snaffle and
curb reins, while the right hand holds
the right reins. Usually the snaffle and
curb reins are separated by the pinky
finger. Also acceptable is the method
developed by James Finis (1 834-1 9134
in which the snaffle rein runs between
the thumb and the index finger and the
curb runs underneath the pinky (see illustrations above). The Finis method
has certain advantages because it allows you to use the snaffle and curb
reins independently from each other.
You can also increase the tension on
the curb rein because of the leverage
Illuttranont from Advaneed Ted-bumplel of
Drtssage. available from USDE Reproduced by
permitsion of Half Halt Press, Boonshorn, MR.
16(J0) 822.-9635 or vess-w-hallhaltprets.com.
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Traditional methods of holding the doubit bridles $n.21.11, and curls mins. The actions of both
mcrhoris .ut

gained when you twist your fist in a
certain way. The Ellis method can be
quite severe and should be used only
by very experienced riders.
Even when the reins are held in the
conventional method, the use of the
double bridle warrants closer examination. During the course of a schooling session, and most often in test
riding, the curb rein surreptitiously
seems to get tighter and tighter. This
can happen to advanced riders as well.
To avoid having the curb exert too
much pressure on your horses jaw and
thus bring him behind the vertical,
shorten your snafile reins frequently.
Your outside curb rein can easily get
too tight if your outside hand is not
giving when you bend your horse and
ride on curved lines. A too-tight outside rein produces torque and causes
the horse to tilt his head, to open his
mouth, or both. It can also cause various tongue problems.
If any of these mistakes in handling
the double bridle occur, they will hinder your horses way of going. A typical
response is a marked reluctance to go
forward. The common reaction is to
apply stronger driving aids; but unless
the reins are adjusted frequently so that
the curb reins Mc not too tight, the horse
will end up leaning more heavily on the
hands and getting even more overbent.
Some riders then use sharper bits in an
attempt to make the horse lighter in the

falis mcdusd of holding the snaffle and curb
reins,: snaffle boss eta the thumb and index
finger. and curb underncash eke pinky linger

hand, and resort to riding with absolute
elevation in order to give the appearance of self-carriage. Pretty soon, such
ascenario makes any notion of easeand
elegance impossible.
Even if you are an experienced rider
with an independent seat and have
never had to deal with any of these difficulties, I submit that you arc nevertheless relying on your hands in a way
that you will find hard to believe. Try
the following two suggestions when
you school your horse at home. When
you master them, you will be amazed
at the improvement in your horses way
of going and at how sensitive he becomes to your aids.
Suggestion 1: The three-to-one
method. If you have visited the Spanish
Riding School of Vienna or have seen
close-up photos of the riders, you may
have noticed that they hold the reins
-three to one." That is, the right snaf-
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fie rein is held in the right hand, and
the other three reins are in the left hand.
Using this method, it is impossible to
use the curb rein cnidely. The bit is
placed quite evenly and without torque
in the horse's mouth. The rider can turn
his left fist slightly to flex the horse in
the poll and to suggest bend. The right
snaffle rein, held independently in the
right hand, is used mainly to keep the
horse's jaw supple and light if need be.
Seat and leg aids, not the reins. bend
the horse.
As an accomplished rider, you may
not think that you are relying on the
reins more than necessary to bend your
horse and to ride the movements. Try

The "three in one mrthntl, i t h the right
trial& rein in the right hand And tho other
three reins in the left hand

USW certification examiner Cindy Sydnot
holds the grins tit the f a s h i o n J board her
Thoroughbred gelding, toyer, at the
11/To U.S. 01)mpic dressms triak
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this method and

you will soon find
out! However, do
not become discouraged if at first
you have difficulty
steering and bending your horse, or
even keeping him
on the bit. The rewards are well
worth the effort. It
may take a week or
more to make the
necessary ad ju stmenis to communicate with your Otto lenke (18S0-19571 on the Trakehner Final in a classically perfect
plate. Note that he holds the tuib trim on4 in one hand.
horse. If you persevere, your aids will
nant of riding's military origins, when
become greatly refined because you
the sword was presented upright as a
will learn to use your seat and legs in
a way that you have never used them salute. The buckle of the snaffle rein
before. They will have to become very rests on the withers, anti this rein is not
accurate yet light because this method used at all (for an example, see the
of holding the reins makes it almost photo a bove).You have to be extremely
light with your hands when you ride
impossible to compensate with your
hands when your seat and legs become using this method; otherwise, your
horse will quickly roll himself in and
deficient. Eventually, your aids will beget
behind the vertical. As you can
come almost invisible, and your horse
will reward you by becoming very sen- imagine, the pressure on his lower jaw
sitive and light as well. You will achieve would be severe if you were to use the
greater harmony as his relaxation and reins too strongly.
When you have learned to use your
rhroughness improve. It is thrilling to
rein
aids in a sophisticated way, you
experience such polished communicawill be amazed at how wonderfully retion with the horse. The case. lightness, and elegance that are considered sponsive your horse becomes to your
seat and kg aids. You will learn to bethe ideal (and add a component of
artistry in rest riding as well) have now come very discerning with your halfbecome a real possibility because, hav- halts because any overuse will cause
ing experienced it, you will strive to him to charge forward through a barely
maintain this way of going when you restraining hand. (You wont be able
return to holding the reins in the con- Corestrain strongly with the reins in
one hand.) You will learn to keep your
ventional method.
Suggestion 2: Curbreins in onebond. weight on your inside seat bone with
just the right amount of pressure and
To increase the degree of difficulty, try
your legs and hips in the proper bendholding both curb reins in one hand.
Traditionally, they would be held in ing position when schooling lateral
the left hand while the whip is held up- movements. You will learn to use your
right in the right. This custom is a rem- legs very carefully because any motion
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will invite a response. All of this can
bea very frustrating experience at first

MEETTHEEXPERT

because nothing seems to work in the

erhard Politz is an

customary way. You'll probably think
you have forgotten how to ride. The
truth is: You are just learning how to
get closer to perfection and to art.
Several years ago, in a clinic with
Brigadier General Albrecht, I was rid.
ingahorse that got a link excited in the
one-tempis. He had me ride for a few
days with just the curb in one hand. It
was quite an epiphany how calm and
sensitive the horse became. Needless

examiner in USDrs

Instructor
Certification Program. He is a

German Reitlehrer FN.a
British Horse Society
instructor, and a member ol the
International Dressage Trainers
Club. He teaches and trains at
lintridge Riding Club, near
Pasadena, CA.

'214•amon
Gethard Point/ vials Ehe Unapliatian stattion
Anstand !left) and the gddings Pandur and
Darius !mod& and rilt.bc node/ the oaks at
Hintridge Riding Club

to say, the technique required incredible concentration on my part. On the

final day of the clinic, we managed to
do one-tempis on the center line with

timately matters little if you want to
do nine, fifteen, or 25. You and your

a pirouette at- both ends, with only the
curb reins in one hand and the whip

horsehave to be totally in synch,and
you have to count correctly. These requirements seem problematic for a lot
of people, even when riding on a
straight line. It definitely adds to the
precision factor if youhave taught your

up. Talk about a bight
Flying changes on the circle.
When your horse is willingly performing changes at every stride, it ul-

horse to change from one kg aid. If
you have, then you can he reasonably
trusting that he will respond exactly
when asked. The kg aids must -speak"
cleady; but the smaller and better-timed
they are, the less movement they produce in your upper body. This stillness
helps your horse's balance.

Pure Spanish Horses
Athleth, Natural Balance
41101
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The

To improve your own timing and to
Learn to give the aids precisely, I teeonunend practicing flying changes on
a circle. This may be very difficult at
first, particularly if you cannot ride a
correct circle line. It is easier if you start
off by changing at every circle point
(three, six, nine, and twelve o'clock).
For safety reasons, stay about two feet
from the rail in case your horse drifts a
little to the outside when he changes to
counter-canter. Count the same number of canter strides between every
change, and place each change accurately at the circle ixiints. Doing so will
help you develop a round circle and get
the fed for a consistent tempo with
good linpulsion. Master this exercise
in both directions. You will probably
discover that your horse can do the exercise better in one direction. Get him
to do it equally well in both directions.
The next step is to practice the
changes on the circle at every fourth
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figure out how to keep him balanced.
Progress gradually until you are
changing at every second stride. By this
time, you and your horse should have
become very familiar with this exercise
and there should be fewer mistakes. You
will probably have resorted to exaggerating your leg aids a little to ensure that
he changes reliably on the circle line.
Now the time has come to get him accustomed again to smaller aids when
schooling the -twos" because, when you

getready to dochangesateverystride,
you don't want to unbalance him with
big kg movements. In the beginning,
you may find that he has difficulty maintaining iust a few "ones." In that case,
go back to schooling one-one several
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stride, again in both directions. Most
likely, you will make quite a few mistakes as you and your horse master the
new chalknge. This is normal and nothing to worry about. You will get better
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times on the circle line, exactly as you
did when you imroduced him to "ones."
Do not destroy his confidence by insisting and forcing him to do more. He will
soon relax, and eventually you will be
able to complete an entire circle.
There is no doubt that this is difficult work, bur there are many benefits.
Persevere and you will develop a secure sense of timing. Your leg aids will
become extremely precise. You will be
able to guide your horse accurately on
acorrect circle line. You will learn how
to keep him in perfect balance. If you
can master all of this, your communication skills with your horse will have
vastly improved. Not only will the
changes on the circle become quite reliable, but the overall picture will be
one of lightness, elegance, and uphill
balance, all achieved with seemingly
invisible aids. In order to gymnasticize
your horse properly, it is important
that you school the "ones" on circles in
both directions. Using the figure of
eight would be ideal.
To add yet another level of difficulty,
ride with only the curb reins in one hand.
Doing so requires a high degree of coordination and concentration. Above all,
your hands must be very light so that
your horse's poll remains the highest
point and his nose stays in front of the
vertical. Mastering this technique gives
you an incredible feeling of harmony and
oneness with your horse. which is the
essence of artistic riding.

The Art
Educating a young horse to Grand Prix
is a fascinating undertaking. Consider
that dressage riding is the only activity
in which one neurological system—that
of the rider—takes charge of another
being's neurological functions—those
of the horse. When perfect harmony
between the two is achieved, we can
enter the realm of art. It is rather similar to creating a beautiful statue from

a block of marble—except,
of course, that this work of
art is a living creature: the
horse. The tools with which
you create such a piece of
art are your aids and their
application, and your communication skills as a
whole. The more sophisticated your skills, the more
polished the finished product will be. However, if you
chip a chunk of marble off
the block by mistake, it can
never be replaced, and your
statue will nor have the dcsign that you planned.
hope that my suggesWenzel, a ninc,yearold Danish gelding ridden by the writer.
tions will help you to cre- performing one-tempi% on ,a circle on the ittla !rein tint) in the
ate a work of art without Grand Prix Kitt in Ounaue%chingem„ Germany
chipping off any essential
pieces in the process. In terms of train- will learn all the movements quite easing your horse, this means respecting ily. However. you must go back to the
him as a living creature and caring for basics if you encounter a problem and
him in the best possible way, not takthen build him up again from there.
For the rider, dressage is a discipline
ing any shortcuts, and not making any
physical or psychological demands with that takes years to learn, and from many
which he cannot cope at that moment. different horses. In fact, the more you
Training a horse to Grand l'rix takes learn, the more you realize you have
still to learn. If you work hard at it,
time, usually about four or five years.
You need to be able to assess your
perhaps every day you can have one of
horse's capabilities carefully. If you
those "aha" experiences that will bring
spend enough time on the basics (about you a little closer to art. For me, that
is thc never-ending infatuation with
two to three years), some horses will
make rapid progress from then on and dressage. A

SpacialCourse- RIDING FROM THE JUDGE'S POINT OF VIEW
July 19-23 & October 4.8

Stephan Kiesewetter & Angelika Fromming
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-;otV
--ell-rounded courses in Engli%lt with pn)lt:iorkai stair!
–Opportunities to improve your skills by learning the German System on
German trained horses!
—Learning through immersion in the German
iluestrian culture!
Email: TranyaN8Paol.com ph:406-626-1947
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